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You will probably be worried about leaving lockdown and returning to work, sending your
children back to their childcare setting and/ or carrying on with daily life.
This might feel difficult or stressful. But there are lots of things you can try that could help
your wellbeing.

https://www.dayofhappiness.net/#new

Dealing with worry
(© 2020 Psychology Tools Limited)
What is worry?
Human beings have the amazing ability to think about future
events. 'Thinking ahead’ means that we can anticipate obstacles
or problems, and this gives us the opportunity to plan solutions.
When it helps us to achieve our goals, ‘thinking ahead’ can be
helpful. For example, hand washing and social distancing are
helpful things that we can decide to do in order to prevent the
spread of the virus. However, worrying is a way of 'thinking
ahead' that often leaves us feeling anxious or apprehensive.
When we worry excessively, we often think about worst case
scenarios and feel that we won't be able to cope.
What does worry feel like?

Worry can be helpful or unhelpful, and psychologists often distinguish between worries
concerning ‘real problems’ versus ‘hypothetical problems’.
• Real problem worries are about actual problems that need solutions right now. For
example, given the very real concern about the virus at the moment, there are helpful
solutions which include regular handwashing, social distancing, and physical isolation if you
have symptoms.
• Hypothetical worries about the current health crisis might include thinking about worstcase scenarios (what we might call catastrophising). For example, imagining worst case
scenarios such as most people dying.

Ways to deal with worry
Maintain balance in your life
• Practise identifying whether your worry is a 'real problem' worry, or 'hypothetical worry'.
• Worry is insistent. Practise postponing your worry to have a different relationship with it.
In practice, this means deliberately setting aside time each day to let yourself worry (e.g. 30
minutes at the end of each day).
• Speak to yourself with compassion. Write down your worries and find a different way of
responding to them. Using the 'Challenging Your Thoughts with Compassion' worksheet
(available from the link below) you can practise responding to your anxious or worrying
thoughts with kindness and compassion. (There is a worked example to get you started).
• Practice mindfulness. Learning and practicing mindfulness can help us to let go of worries
and bring ourselves back to the present moment. For example, focusing on the gentle
movement of your breath or the sounds you hear around you, can serve as helpful 'anchors'
to come back to the present moment and let go of worries.
https://www.psychologytools.com/assets/covid19/guide_to_living_with_worry_and_anxiety_amidst_global_uncertainty_en-us.pdf

Coronavirus and change
We will naturally go through a set series of emotions as we cope with
anxiety through the coronavirus. Sometimes it helps to know the way we
are feeling is really normal. The article and link below touches on this.
https://metro.co.uk/2020/03/27/go-stir-crazy-self-isolation-combatfeeling-12466816/

Change Curve
Derived from work of Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, the Change Curve identifies seven typical stages
people go through when faced with change.
The change curve maps typical stages people go through as they are presented with, react
to and ultimately absorb impacts of, change:
Stage 1. Shock: The individual realises change is coming.
Stage 2. Denial: Defensive energy results in a temporary improvement in performance and
mood.
Stage 3. Anger & Blame: Realisation that change is still happening can result in denial
turning into externalised anger and blame - ‘it’s not fair’ or ‘it’s all their fault’.

Stage 4. Bargaining and Self Blame: Blame becomes internalised and people start to
‘bargain’ to try and prevent the change – for example by offering to do more work to reduce
the need for a new system.
Stage 5. Depression & Confusion: Realisation that change is unavoidable leads to the lowest
point in terms of energy & morale.
Stage 6. Acceptance: Hopefully, eventually change is accepted, and the individual resolves
to face the future.
Stage 7. Problem Solving: Having accepted change, the individual starts to plan how they
will adapt to the new situation.

The change curve can be applied to any kind of change - including work, relationships or
bereavement. The extent of impact will depend on variables such as the person effected,
their perception of the change, the nature of the change and secondary external influences.
From a change management perspective, it is important to remember that the steps
described by the change curve represent a natural human process for adapting. Apparently
different reactions to a proposed change may be due to people being at a different stage of
the change curve, and emotional reactions (positive or negative) may not necessarily reflect
how well the change process is being managed. People may fluctuate between stages
before change is fully integrated into their new way of being. It is perfectly natural for
people to display associated behaviours.
Early engagement in the change process – ideally including involvement in the planning of
the change – can minimise the extent of the change curve ‘dip’ stakeholders' experience,
whilst honesty, openness and empathy can help people transition between stages 3 and 7.









Allow yourself to feel whatever you are feeling and go from there.
Accept the things you can and can't control.
Look at the things you can control, your behaviours, actions and thoughts.
Then take action.
Write down the things you never have time to do and set manageable tasks.
There's no need to rush, the less stress we put on our immune systems the better.
Focus on your wellbeing, practice self-compassion be kind to yourself.

Returning to work
If you are starting back at work it will feel unusual, and may add
to the anxiety you feel, or that loved ones feel for you.


Try to embrace the return to structure. Lack of a routine
can be a driving force for many mental illnesses and can
heighten anxiety. If you can, try to get into your work routine at home before
physically returning – wake up at the normal time, get bathed and dressed as you
would normally, and try to return to your normal timeline during the day.



Try to make sure you are getting a healthy night’s sleep. While it may seem simple,
getting enough sleep can make an incredible difference on our mood and amount of
anxiety during the day. Try to get back to your routine from before quarantine and
try to go to bed without interruptions to allow for the best rest possible.



If you can reduce your travel, consider doing so, or changing the method of transport
you use or the times you travel to reduce peak travel and increase the distance
between you and others so that you can observe social distancing guidelines.



Maintain the scrupulous hygiene measures advised by authorities. Hand washing,
catching sneezes and coughs, and not touching your face are still a key strand in
preventing the virus spreading.



The virus is likely to be a hot topic of conversation at work. Try to minimise gossip
and hearsay about both the news and personal stories of things you've heard and
people you know. It can help dial back people's anxiety.



Remember – it is okay and normal to feel anxious. There is nothing wrong with
feeling anxious about changes and uncertain times, and you are not alone in these
feelings.

How to deal with back to work anxiety
https://patient.info/news-and-features/how-to-deal-with-back-to-work-anxiety

Top tips for wellbeing in the setting


Give some time to talk and process what is happening, with children and as a staff group
too. But also make sure that Coronavirus is not the only thing being talked about. Some
people may wish to talk a lot about this, and others may not.



Remember to keep things positive and give children hope. For example, tell children
that now many people are working to make this better and that even though it is
serious, everyone is doing their best to help people.



Remember that people react differently to significant events. Some people – children
and staff – may feel worried, some excited, some nothing much at all. Reassure children
and staff that this is all normal and okay.



Staff will need to model calmness, but it is also important to talk honestly and not
pretend that things aren't different and worrying for some.



Keep to daily routines as much as possible. Well-known routines in everyday life provide
security and stability. Routine during unrest can be therapeutic, and changes
particularly unsettling for some. If there are changes to routine, consider which children
may need some extra help with this.



Identify colleagues whose wellbeing may be more at risk. For example, there may be
people who have experienced anxiety in the past.



Identify children whose wellbeing may be more at risk. For example, those who may
have relatives with health conditions or recent bereavements, and some SEN groups
such as those prone to anxiety; those with learning difficulties; those with Autism; and
those with tendency for obsessive or repetitive behaviours.



Stay informed by sticking to trusted sources of information. Avoid being too immersed
in media coverage. Be mindful of the amount of things you are reading and watching,
including social media – as this may add to worry and anxiety. Consider a few updates
every day from trusted sources.



As an adult you may be concerned yourself. Take care of yourself and make sure you
have breaks, time to relax, and ask for help from others if you need.
(Taken from Harrow County Council)

Guidance for parents
Make links with nursery and find out what steps are being taken to minimise the spread of
Covid-19. If you have any questions ensure they are addressed and answered.
Share information about your child and how they have been getting on at home during
lockdown. Complete a transition document if you receive one and if you don't, ask for one.
Every setting will have access to the Lancashire transition document. The more information
you can share about your child the easier transition will be.
If possible, talk to your child about returning to nursery. How do they feel? Are they
excited, apprehensive, nervous…? It will be natural for your child to feel a whole variety of
different and conflicting emotions. How they deal with these emotions is important and that
is where you can help:







Give advanced warning. Have a discussion something like, "Nursery is going to open
again and the staff can't wait to see you."
Keep as much the same as possible. Try to keep routines at home the same, such as
bedtime and meal times.
Answer all their questions. Depending on your child’s age, they may have a lot of
questions. Do your best to answer them all, even if some are repeated many times.
Expect that some regression may happen. At times of change, children may regress
to earlier behaviours. For example, a child who was toilet trained may revert back to
having accidents. This is normal—strive for patience.
Be accepting of grieving. Your child may go through a process that looks a lot like
grieving as they navigate new waters. Listen and keep positive.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-on-supporting-childrenand-young-peoples-mental-health-and-wellbeing/guidance-for-parents-and-carers-onsupporting-children-and-young-peoples-mental-health-and-wellbeing-during-thecoronavirus-covid-19-outbreak

Remember……

Mindkit have produced further ideas for following the Five Ways to Wellbeing.
https://www.mindkit.org.uk/5-ways-to-wellbeing/
Useful websites
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/
https://www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-matters/
https://www.mind.org.uk/informationsupport/coronavirus/coronavirus-and-your-wellbeing/

